Bivariate genetic analysis of left ventricular mass and weight in pubertal twins (the Medical College of Virginia twin study).
Left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy in adults is a recognized risk factor for the subsequent development of cardiovascular morbidity. To make informed preventive health decisions it is important to understand the interaction of genes and environment on LV mass. In both children and adults, weight is a strong correlate of LV mass. We hypothesized that genetic influences common to both of these variables could in part explain the strong relation between weight and LV mass in children. In a population of 341 twins (11 years old), these questions were asked: (1) How much of the total variance of LV mass is under genetic control? (2) After accounting for weight and weight adjusted for sexual maturity, how much of the remaining variance is genetic? (3) Of the total genetic variance, what proportion is specific for LV mass and what proportion is common to both weight and LV mass? (4) How much of the correlation between these 2 variables is explained by genes common to both LV mass and weight? Univariate genetic analyses documented that genes operating at different magnitudes in boys (63%) and girls (71%) explain a significant proportion of the variance of LV mass. After removing the effect of weight and sexual maturity by regression methods, genes remain an important influence. Bivariate genetic analyses confirmed that genes common to LV mass and weight significantly influence the covariation of these variables and that greater than 90% of the correlation of LV mass and weight is due to common genes.